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research goals

long term: to develop Self-Ant Systems

this paper: study the evolution of pheromone 
updated mechanisms by using STGP



procedure Standard-Ant-System
   while (not termination)

      generate-solutions
      daemon-actions
      pheromone-update

   end while
end procedure

what we propose



running the system



evolutionary process

- stgp to evolve the pheromone update rule

- high-level function and terminal sets: set 1
FSet: (prog2 a1 a1) 
       (prog3 a1 a2 a3) 
       (evaporate rate) 
       (deposit ants amount)
       (rank-ants n)

TSet: (best-ant) 
       (rho) 
       integer and real ephemeral constants

Types: generic, real, integer, ant 
         



changing the set: set 2

FSet: (prog2 a1 a1) (prog3 a1 a2 a3) (evaporate rate)
       (deposit ants amount) (rank-ants n)

TSet: (rank-ants-10) (best-ant) (rho) integer and real ephemeral constants



“Computer programs that evolve in ways that 
resemble natural selection can solve complex 
problems even their creators do not fully understand.”

John Holland



tree examples



test problem: 
quadratic assignment problem 

selected instances from QAPLIB: nug12, nug14, nug15, nug17, nug18, nug20

the problem: assigning a set of facilities to a set of locations with given 
distances between the locations and given flows between the facilities

the goal: is to assign facilities to locations, such that the sum of the 
products between flows and distances is minimized



evolutionary setup

population size 100
maximum tree depth 5
crossover rate 0.9
mutation rate 0.05
tournament size 3
number of ants n
alfa 1
beta 2
evaporation rate 0.5
iterations 1000
runs 30



sets differences



stgp evolution
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means of the best trees



evolved trees run behavior



“It is not the strongest of the species that 
survive, nor the most intelligent, but the one 
most responsive to change.”

Clarence Darrow



test problem: 
traveling salesman problem

selected instances from TSPLIB:
eil51, kroA100, d198, lin318, pcb442



cross-problem: TSP trees on QAP



cross-problem: QAP trees on TSP



scalability: larger QAP instances



“We can only see a short 
distance ahead, but we 

can see plenty there that 
needs to be done.”

Alan Turing



current future research

+ understanding the effect of the sets elements

+ using several instances at the same time

+ incorporating the system inside another Ant System

+ adding local search



thank you!


